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Even at $3.2bn, Nest should only be a small part of Google‟s IoT strategy 

 Google pays hefty price for smart thermostat maker, sparks likely bubble 

 But Google‟s strengths lie in service platforms and AI, not in devices 

 The real battle is for the cloud, where operators, web players and integrators meet 

Google‘s acquisition of Nest Labs sent a $3.2bn message of confidence to the emerging smart 

home business, and by extension to the internet of things. However, the fact remains that this 

was a hefty price to pay for some surprisingly attractive thermostats and smoke alarms. Of 

course, the search giant also gains significant brainpower and also design expertise – the latter 

something it has traditionally lacked. Whether or not it was fighting Apple off for this acquisi-

tion, pushing the price higher, it has certainly gained an Apple-like approach (unsurprising when 

Nest‘s co-founder was an iPod designer). That is to made devices desirable and easy to use, thus 

persuading consumers to use the associated services almost without realizing it. 

 

But behind the slickness of the Nest designs, is this really the right approach for Google in the 

smart home? Apple has succeeded as a walled garden because of the deep love its fans have for 

its user experience, but Google has succeeded with the opposite approach, by making useful (if 

not beautiful) services that run on almost anything. Device programs like Android have been 

Trojan horses to get its search and ad engines into the hands of more users. The real battle in 

mobile was to squeeze the role of the cellcos by taking over nearly all the web and advertising 

delivery services. 

 

In the internet of things, there will be the same battle to control the back end platform and the 

applications, though this one is starting without any incumbents. Google has no automatic pass 

to be the dominant player, and even the telcos – not to mention integrators like IBM and Erics-

son – are putting together powerful platforms, mindful of how the web majors were allowed to 

run away with the PC and, to a large extent, the mobile internet space. Google will not win this 

battle by distracting itself with devices or – worse – trying to create its own device brand, Apple

-style, as it is in handsets. 

 

The real IoT battlegrounds: 

 

The Nest buy does show Google putting a firm stake in the ground, but the high valuation for 

the gadget maker does not reflect the real balance of value in the smart home or wider IoT. High 

profile, neatly designed gadgets will help to generate buzz and secure a base of early adopters 

with the cool factor, but in general, this will be a market about ultra-cheap and usually invisible 

endpoints. The power, and the revenue, will lie in the infrastructure which delivers ever-deeper 

intelligence to those endpoints, allowing them to support richer services and cooperate with one 

another. 

 

There are three aspects to that – the back end management platform, increasingly a matter of 

artificial intelligence rather than just administration; the services delivery platform, including 
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